
1   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.     Pre A1 Unit 7.1 & 7.2

Part1 

At the zoo:

Dad:     Annie, let’s go and see the rabbits over there. 

Annie:   __________! I like rabbits. Wow. They’re very fast. 

      What sound does a rabbit make, Dad?

Dad:     Umm...Rabbits don’t really make sounds.

Annie:    Then…What animal makes the sound “baa baa”? 

Dad:     It’s the __________.

Annie:    Where are the sheep? I want to see the sheep.

Dad:     They’re over there. Let’s go and see them.

Annie:    Sheep is my favourite animal! I like their wool. 

     It’s fluffy. Aww, a baby sheep!

Dad:     We call a baby sheep ‘a __________,’ honey. 

Annie:    ‘A lamb?’ A lamb is so cute! Can I feed them? 

Zookeeper:  Yes. 

Annie:     Let’s feed them, Dad.  

7 I like cats!



Part 2

Annie:     Dad… Can I get a sheep, please? 

Dad:      A pet sheep?! No, sweetheart. It is too big for our house. 

Annie:     But I love them! I like their fluffy wool.

Dad:      Um…How about a __________? It has got fluffy hair too.

Annie:     No. I don’t like dogs. I’m scared of them. 

Dad:      Uh…How about a __________?

Annie:     Cat! Yes, yes. I like cats! I love kittens! 

Dad:      Okay. Let’s go and get a __________ then. 

Annie:     I like this one, Dad. Look, it has got blue eyes!

Shopkeeper: His name is Zep. He’s a boy.

Annie:     Hi, Zep. Miaow miaow. 

Annie:     Aww. Look at him. He likes me!  

Dad:      I’m sure he does. He looks very happy. 



1.  พอ่สอนใหแ้อนน่ีเรยีกลกูแกะวา่อยา่งไร 

     a. A baby sheep 

     b. A lamb 

     c. A ram  

2.  ขอ้ใดไมจ่รงิเกีย่วกบัแอนน่ี

     a. Annie are scared of lambs. 

     b. Annie’s favourite animal is the sheep. 

     c. Annie wants to feed the lambs. 

3.  ท�าไมแอนน่ีจงึชอบแกะ

     a. She likes their colors. 

     b. She likes their fluffy wool. 

     c. She likes the sounds they make. 

4.  ท�าไมพอ่ของแอนน่ีถงึไมใ่หเ้ลีย้งแกะ

     a. He’s scared of them.  

     b. They’re too big for their house.

     c. They’re not cute.

5.  ท�าไมแอนน่ีถงึไมอ่ยากไดส้นุขั

     a. They are not cute. 

     b. She doesn’t like them. 

     c. They haven’t got fluffy hair.

6.  แมวทีแ่อนน่ีจะซือ้มลีกัษณะอยา่งไระ

     a. It’s got blue eyes.

     b. It’s got orange hair.

     c. It’s big and fat.  

3   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.       Pre A1 Unit 7.3

2   Watch the VDO and answer.     Pre A1 Unit 7.1 & 7.2

Chloe 
Hello! I’m Chloe. I live in Australia. This is my kangaroo. 
His name is Poe. Most kangaroos live in grass fields. But 
Poe lives in my farm. Poe likes fresh grass and ______. 
He loves milk too. Of course! He is still a baby! He likes to 
sleep in his mother’s ______. He doesn’t like people 
much. But he likes me!   

Randy
Hi, I’m Randy. I live in South Africa. My favourite animal 
is the ______. There’re a lot of them here. The male 
lions are big and they have got ______. Oh, manes are 
long, thick hair around their necks. See? The female lions 
are smaller and haven’t got manes. Lions are like cats. They 
love meat. They like to sleep and they don’t like people much!



1.  What does Poe like to eat?
     a. fresh grass and carrots
     b. carrots and leaves 
     c. fresh grass and apples

2.  Where do most kangaroos live? 
     a. In farms
     b. In grass fields 
     c. In the jungle  

3.  Where does Poe like to sleep? 
     a. In his mother’s pouch
     b. In Chloe’s house
     c. In a grass field. 

4.  What do female lions look like? 
     a. They haven’t got manes.
     b. They are bigger than male lions.
     c. They are like cats, but they’ve got manes. 

5.  What are manes? 
     a. Mane is the long, thick hair on the face of a lion. 
     b. Mane is the long, thick hair around the neck of a lion.
     c. Mane is the long, thick hair on the end of a lion’s tail. 

6.  Lions like to ________ and they don’t like _________. 
     a. sleep, people
     b. eat, lambs 
     c. play, meat

4   Watch the VDO and answer.       Pre A1 Unit 7.3



1.   I __________ puppies.    

2.   I __________ big dogs.    

3.   He __________ ducks.    

4.   He __________ donkeys.   

5.   We __________ little chicks.    

5   Look at the pictures and complete the sentences using 
     love, like and don’t like.        Pre A1 Unit 7.4

6.   We __________ hens.  

  

7.   She __________ goats.  

  

8.   She __________ sheep.  

  

9.   They __________ spiders.  

 

10. They __________ butterflies.    



1.   She is very ___________ because today is her birthday. 

2.   They are very ___________. They’ve got lots of new toys. 

3.   Tim is very ___________. He can’t find his robot.   

4.   We’re ___________ because we haven’t got any presents.  

5.   I’m very ___________ to hear that you can’t come.   

5   Complete these sentences using happy or sad.        Pre A1 Unit 7.4



7   Choose the correct answer.
1.  I love baby animals. I love ________. 
     a. lambs, puppies, and chicks.
     b. kittens, piggies, and puppies.
     c. chickens, kittens, and lambs 

2.  I want to see lions. __________to 
     the zoo
     a. Let go
     b. Let’s go
     c. Let’s we go 

3.  I’ve got a new board game.  
     Let’s ______ it!
     a. play
     b. watch
     c. read

4.  I like animals with wings. 
     I like ______.
     a. cat
     b. bird
     c. sheep

5.  The food is ready. _____ eat!
     a. Let
     b. Lets 
     c. Let’s

6.  A:  Does Jane like birds?
     B: Yes, she does. It’s her ____ animal.
     a. favourite
     b. like 
     c. love 

7.  I ________ snakes. I’m scared of them. 
     a. love 
     b. like 
     c. don’t like

8.  He _______ puppies, but 
     he _______ big dogs.
     a. likes, doesn’t like 
     b. doesn’t like, like
     c. love, doesn’t like 

9.  My sister _______ bears. 
     They are her favourite animal.
     a. loves 
     b. doesn’t love 
     c. is scared of 

10. The cow goes____ and the 
     duck goes_____.
     a. baa, miaow
     b. moo, quack
     c. woof, cluck

11. Tori is _________. 
     She’s got a new toy today. 
     a. happy
     b. sad

12.They’re all ________ after hearing 
     the bad news. 
     a. sad
     b. happy



8   Vocabulary.      Pre A1 Unit 7.5

           RABBIT                   SHEEP                  LAMB

            GOAT                HORSE                 DONKEY

                        COW                            CHICK

                        HEN                             DUCK



       KANGAROO             SPIDER              BUTTERFLY

           LION                         ZOO                       FARM

     GRASS FIELD           POUCH                  MANE

                    FEED                               MEATT


